
MT300 MT300R

MT300 &
MT300R NEW WORK

The manual under desk treadmill MT300
is particularly quiet and the perfect
addition to an own height-adjustable
desk, whether at home or in the office.
Thanks to its compact shape and four
wheels, swapping the chair and treadmill
is easy.

The optional standing aid is ideal for a
short break in between, so you can lean
back and relax.

Upgrade for standing desk users
Designed to be combined with every
existing  height adjustable desk.

Unparalleled silence
First and only silent treadmill on the world market.
Can be used in quite working environments.

Functions without electricity
Patented motorless design. Gravity driven
self-propelled operation enables intuitive use.

Handmade in Germany
Handmade in Walkolution's
own high-tech factory in
southern Germany. Exclusive
usage of solid sustainable
materials.

Advantages
Suitable for home offices,
business and other work
areas. Intuitively understood
in minutes by any age group.
Easy to reposition.

Maintenance free
Industrial grade steel
components enable intense
daily usage without
maintenance. Scratch resistant
coating.
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Total Dimensions Length 140 cm, Width 64 cm, Height 27 cm

Walking surface dimensions Length 140 cm, Width 47 cm

Weight Treadmill 85 kg (+ standing aid: 5.8 kg)

User weight 160 kg

Recommended speed 0,1 - 6 km / h

Packaging Dimensions Length 150 cm, Width 80 cm, Height 50 cm 

Included items Walkolution Treadmill, Performance Feet Kit, Backrest (MT300R)

FEATURES

The first silent treadmill in the world
(under 39 dB)
Maintenance free 
Multiple award-winning design
Functions without electricity
High quality and sustainable materials
Loads up to 160 kg
Can be used with shoes or while
barefoot
Optional standing aid
Four wheels for easy reposition

Walkolution is the inventor and world's
leading manufacturer of manual
treadmill desks. Discover the whole
product range at walkolution.com
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